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ABSTRACT
The distribution and morphologic features of calcium-binding protein- (calbindin D-28k,
calretinin, neurocalcin, and parvalbumin) immunoreactive elements were studied in the
macaque monkey olfactory bulb by using specific antibodies and the avidin-biotinimmunoperoxidase method. A characteristic laminar pattern of stained elements was observed for each marker. Scarce superficial short-axon cells and superficial stellate cells
demonstrated calbindin D-28k immunoreactivity in the outer layers, whereas a moderate
number of calbindin D-28k–immunoreactive granule cells and scarce deep short-axon cells
were observed in the inner layers. Calretinin-staining demonstrated abundant periglomerular cells and granule cells and a scarce number of other interneuronal populations. Most
neurocalcin-immunopositive elements were external and medial tufted cells and periglomerular cells, although other scarcer interneuronal populations were also immunostained. A
few superficial and deep short-axon cells as well as small interneurons in the external
plexiform layer were the only elements immunoreactive to parvalbumin. The distribution of
the immunoreactive elements in the olfactory bulb of the macaque monkey showed a high
similarity to that reported in the human, whereas it demonstrated a different and simpler
pattern to what has been reported in the olfactory bulb of macrosmatic animals. It suggests
more homogeneous calcium-mediated cell responses after stimulation that could be correlated to the lower capability to modulate olfactory signals in microsmatic animals. In addition, these results indicate that experimental models in rodents do not provide an accurate
estimation of calcium-binding protein-immunoreactive neuronal populations in the primate
olfactory system. J. Comp. Neurol. 432:389 – 407, 2001. © 2001 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
Indexing terms: calcium-binding protein; microsmatic; primate; olfaction

Calbindin D-28k (CB), calretinin (CR), neurocalcin
(NC), and parvalbumin (PV) are all members of the EFhand homologue family, a group of calcium-binding proteins (CaBPs), which bind intracellular calcium with dissociation constants in the micromolar range (Persechini et
al., 1989). These four CaBPs are widely expressed in different neuronal populations in the peripheral and central
nervous systems (Taylor, 1974; Baimbridge and Miller,
1982; Celio, 1990; Résibois and Rogers, 1992, Hidaka and
Okazaki, 1993). They may contribute to the regulation of
free calcium concentration through their ability to complex it, and thereby promote or restrict the actions of this
cation. They may also facilitate the diffusion of intracellular calcium, thus, modulating calcium gradients inside
© 2001 WILEY-LISS, INC.

neurons (Kretsinger et al., 1982; Heizmann and Hunziker,
1991).
The basic structural components of the olfactory bulb (OB)
are remarkably constant among vertebrates (Allison, 1953).
However, there are significant variations in its neuronal
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types, intrinsic circuitry, and target zones between macrosmatic and microsmatic animals (Takagi, 1981, 1984, 1986;
Mestre et al., 1992). The chemoarchitecture of the OB also
demonstrates a considerable interspecies variability for
some markers (Takeuchi et al., 1982; Baker, 1986; Matsutani et al., 1989; Baker et al., 1991; Davis, 1991; Alonso et al.,
1995, 1998), whereas other neurochemically identified populations are similar in microsmatic and macrosmatic mammals (Sanides-Kohlrausch and Wahle, 1991; Bassett et al.,
1992). There is an extensive knowledge concerning the neuronal circuitry in the OB of macrosmatic animals, whereas
less information is available in microsmatic animals, especially in primates.
Antibodies against CR, CB, PV, and NC are valuable
neuroanatomic tools in the characterization of specific
neuronal and fiber populations in the brain, because cells
positive for each of them are frequently stained in a Golgilike way, showing an extensive detail of the dendritic and
axonal processes. The distribution and morphologic characteristics of PV-, CB-, CR-, and NC-immunoreactive elements have been studied in the OB of the rat by using
radioimmunoassay, immunocytochemistry, and/or in situ
hybridization (CB: Baimbridge and Miller, 1982; Baimbridge et al., 1982; Feldman and Christakos, 1983; Garcı́aSegura et al., 1984; Halász et al., 1985; Séquier et al.,
1988, 1990; Celio 1989, 1990; Briñón et al., 1992, 1998a,
1999; Alonso et al., 1993; PV: Celio, 1990; Kosaka et al.,
1994; CR: Jacobowitz and Winsky, 1991; Résibois and
Rogers, 1992; NC: Bastianelli et al., 1993; Bastianelli and
Pochet, 1995; Porteros et al., 1996). In addition, the distribution of CB and NC in the hedgehog OB, an animal
with an extraordinary development of the olfactory structures, revealed important interspecies differences with
previous results in rat, including new neuronal types
(Alonso et al., 1995; Bravo, 1997).
In the present study, we describe the distribution pattern and morphologic characteristics of the neurons and
processes immunoreactive for each of these four CaBPs in
the macaque monkey OB. Although the specific functions
of these CaBPs remain to be elucidated, their expression
in particular neuronal types may provide insight into the
roles subserved by each neuronal type in the OB circuitry.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Animals and tissue preparation
Four adult male cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis), each weighing between 2.7 and 3.8 kg, five adult
male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), each weighing

Abbreviations
CaBP
CB
CR
DAB
EPL
GCL
GL
IPL
MCL
NC
OB
ONL
PB
PV
WM

calcium-binding protein
calbindin D-28k
calretinin
3,3’ diaminobenzidine
external plexiform layer
granule cell layer
glomerular layer
internal plexiform layer
mitral cell layer
neurocalcin
olfactory bulb
olfactory nerve layer
phosphate buffer 0.1 M, pH 7.3
parvalbumin
white matter

between 4.7 and 5.3 kg, and five adult male pig-tail monkeys (Macaca nemestrina), each weighing between 4.5 and
6.5 kg, were used in the present study. The brains of these
animals were used in other neuroanatomic studies, not
related with the olfactory system. The OBs were donated
by different groups working in the neuroanatomy of other
parts of the brain (see Acknowledgments section). In all
cases, animal manipulations were performed according to
NIH guidelines and subjected to authorization from the
pertinent ethical committees.
The cynomolgus monkeys were tranquilized with
ketamine-HCl (10 mg/kg, i.m.) and deeply anesthetized
with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.p.). After rinsing
the vascular tree with 500 ml of 0.9% saline, the following
fixatives were transcardially perfused: 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer, pH 6.5 (250 ml/min
for 5 minutes and 100 ml/min for 15 minutes), and 4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium borate buffer, pH 9.5
(100 ml/min for 30 minutes). The OBs were dissected out
and post-fixed in the same fixative for 6 hours at 4°C. The
rhesus monkeys and pig-tail monkeys were anesthetized
with Nembutal and ketamine-HCl (10 mg/kg, i.m.). The
vascular tree was rinsed with 0.8-1 liters of saline, followed by the perfusion of 4-5 liter of 4% paraformaldehyde
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.3 (PB). After perfusion,
the brains were removed and the OBs were dissected out
and stored in the same fixative for 2–3 hours at 4°C. After
careful washing, the OBs were cryoprotected in either 30%
sucrose or 20% glycerol with 2% dimethylsulfoxide in PB
for 1 day. The OBs were frozen with cooled isopentane
(Rosene et al., 1986) and stored at ⫺70°C until further
processing. Each OB was cut in series at 30 m in the
coronal or sagittal plane by using a freezing, sliding microtome.
The immunohistochemical procedure was carried out on
free-floating sections and involved the use of the avidinbiotin-peroxidase complex method (Hsu et al., 1981). The
sections were preincubated in 0.01% Triton X-100 in PB
for 2 hours at room temperature. Thereafter, the sections
were incubated with the following primary antibodies: a
rabbit polyclonal antiserum against human CR, mouse
monoclonal antibody against chicken CB, mouse monoclonal antibody against carp PV, or rabbit polyclonal antiserum against bovine NC. The sections were incubated in
primary antibody diluted (PV, 1:1,000; CB, 1:1,000; CR,
1:10,000; NC, 1:8,000) in PB for 48 hours at 4°C. These
antibodies have been fully characterized (CB, clone 300:
Celio et al., 1990; PV, clone 235: Celio et al., 1988; CR:
Rogers, 1987, 1989; NC: Nakano et al., 1992) and widely
used in different studies of the central nervous system (see
Celio, 1990; Résibois and Rogers, 1992; Rogers and Résibois, 1992; Bastianelli et al., 1993). The sections were
washed in PB and incubated with biotinylated anti-mouse
(PV and CB) or anti-rabbit (CR and NC) immunogammaglobulin (Vectastain ABC kit, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) diluted 1:250, for 2 hours at 20°C, and then
in Vectastain ABC reagent diluted 1:250, for 2 hours.
Tissue-bound peroxidase was visualized by using 0.05%
3,3⬘-diaminobenzidine (DAB; Sigma) and 0.003% hydrogen peroxide in 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.6) for 5–10
minutes, under visual control.
Additional series stained with 0.25% thionin or with
NADPH-diaphorase histochemistry (see Alonso et al.,
1998) were used to help in the localization of immunoreactive elements. All sections were dehydrated in an in-
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TABLE 1. Relative Cell Density of Each Immunoreactive Neuronal Type1

for the OB of macrosmatic mammals can be used, because
the same layers are present and their boundaries are
easily discernible. According to this classification, from
most external to most internal, the following layers are
distinguished: olfactory nerve layer (ONL), glomerular
layer (GL), external plexiform layer (EPL), mitral cell
layer (MCL), internal plexiform layer (IPL), granule cell
layer (GCL), and white matter (WM).

Cell
Periglomerular cells
External tufted cells
Inverted monopolar cells
Superficial short-axon cells
Superficial stellate cells
Pyriform cells of the EPL
Fusiform cells of the EPL
Middle tufted cells
Horizontal cells
Vertical cells of Cajal
Deep stellate cells
Deep short-axon cells
Granule cells

CB

CR

NC

PV

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹⫹
⫹
⫹⫹
⫹⫹
⫺
⫹⫹
⫹⫹
⫹
⫺
⫹⫹⫹

⫹⫹⫹⫹
⫺
⫹⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹⫹
⫹⫹
⫺
⫹⫹
⫹⫹
⫹
⫺
⫹⫹⫹⫹

⫹
⫹⫹⫹⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹⫹
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫹
⫹⫹

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹⫹
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺

1

Relative cell density of each neuronal type demonstrating immunoreactivity to the
analyzed CaBPs in 30-m thick sections. CB, calbindin D-28k; CR, calretinin; NC,
neurocalcin; PV, parvalbumin; EPL, external plexiform layer. ⫺, no immunoreactivity;
⫹, less than 5 cells per section; ⫹⫹, 5–25 cells per section; ⫹⫹⫹, 25–100 cells per
section; and ⫹⫹⫹⫹, more than 100 cells per section.

creasing ethanol series, mounted in Entellan (Merck), and
studied under the light microscope.
The specificity of the immunostaining procedure was
assessed by preadsorption of the immune serum with the
corresponding purified protein it was raised against. False
positives were left out by omitting the specific antibody in
the first incubation step, and by staining some sections
with chromogen and hydrogen peroxide, to rule out the
putative interference by endogenous peroxidase. Neither
residual immunoreactivity nor reaction product formation
was found in any of the controls.

Analysis
Sections were analyzed by using Zeiss Axiophot and
Zeiss III photomicroscopes. Immunoreactive neurons and
fibers were traced by using a camera lucida drawing tube.
Original images were captured with an Olympus digital
camera system, transferred to a Power Macintosh computer and adjusted with Adobe Photoshop 5.5 software
(Adobe Systems, Inc., Mountain View, CA). Only size and
general luminosity were modified and the lettering was
added. The resulting image files were then assembled into
montages by using Canvas 5.0.2 software (Deneba Systems, Miami, FL).
For the quantitative analysis, only the OBs from Macaca nemestrina were used because series of these sections
were simultaneously processed in independent vials. Individual labeled cells were drawn with a camera lucida by
using a 100⫻ oil immersion objective and plotted on a
digitizer tablet connected to a semiautomatic image analysis system (MOP-Videoplan, Kontron), and their diameters were measured. For the measurement of weakly labeled neurons, only cells where the nucleus was clearly
visible were used. In the darkly stained neuronal types,
the chosen neurons were those located in the middle of the
thickness of the section and showing at least two primary
dendrites. For each neuronal type, 300 cells from all five
animals were measured, with the exception of those neuronal types that were rarely observed (⫹ in Table 1). In
this case, all observable cells, always over 40 neurons,
were measured.

RESULTS
The OB of the macaque monkey is a laminar structure
where seven layers can be differentiated. The classification and nomenclature developed by Ramón y Cajal (1904)

General characteristics of the
immunostaining
For each of the antibodies used in this study, the morphologic characteristics and distribution of labeled elements in the macaque monkey OB were consistent across
the animals studied. Neuronal populations with specific
distributions across the macaque monkey OB layers were
immunostained for CB, CR, PV, or NC. Similar results
were obtained in the OB of the three species of monkeys
studied, Macaca fascicularis, Macaca mulatta, and Macaca nemestrina. Light microscopic examination of immunostained sections of the macaque monkey OB revealed
positive somata, dendritic arborizations, axons, and axonic collaterals with a laminated distribution. No immunoreactivity was found in the controls.
Most positive neurons were stained in a “Golgi-like”
way, and the brown DAB reaction product was observed as
a dense precipitate that masked the cell nucleus and allowed the visualization of cell bodies, dendrites, axon-like
processes, and occasionally, dendritic spines. These morphologic details usually made easy the characterization of
the immunoreactive neurons.
The morphologic characteristics and arborization patterns of the positive cells were analyzed in coronal and
sagittal sections. A high heterogeneity of labeled neurons
was observed for all four CaBPs. Most stained cells could
be identified as belonging to some of the neuronal types
previously described in the OB by using Golgi impregnation, immunocytochemical, and histochemical techniques.
Nevertheless, the morphology and location of other labeled neuronal subpopulations made difficult their identification with the neuronal types described in the OB of
the macaque monkey or in other species.

Calbindin D-28k
After CB immunocytochemistry, positive elements were
observed in all layers of the monkey OB (Fig. 1), except in
the ONL where neither cells nor the olfactory fibers demonstrated immunostaining (Fig. 2a). In the GL, a reduced
number of immunolabeled cells were observed surrounding the glomeruli. These CB-immunopositive cells were
more abundant in the deep zone of the GL, close to the
EPL, and at the GL/EPL boundary (Fig. 2b,c). Positive
neurons showed a high heterogeneity in their size and
morphology, and they could be classified into two different
neuronal types. Most CB immunolabeled cells in the GL
were medium in size (12–16 m in maximum diameter)
with round or fusiform cell bodies and intensely immunostained. They showed three to five thin aspiny dendrites
coursing in the boundary between the GL and the EPL. In
both coronal and sagittal sections, these dendrites displayed radial orientation. They ramified in the superficial
region of the EPL and in the periglomerular region, but
they did not enter within the glomeruli. According to these
morphologic features they were typified as superficial stellate cells (Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 1. Camera lucida drawing of neuronal elements demonstrating CB immunoreactivity in the macaque monkey OB. Profiles of
olfactory glomeruli and cell bodies of mitral cells are delineated by
dashed lines. a: Superficial stellate cell. b: Superficial short-axon cell.

c: Pyriform cell of the EPL. d: Fusiform cell of the EPL. e: Horizontal
cell. f– k: Granule cells. l: Vertical cell of Cajal. m,n: Deep stellate
cells. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bar ⫽ 100 m.

Scarce larger neurons (18 –22 m in maximum diameter) with heterogeneous morphology and intense immunoreactivity were observed in the same region. They had

fusiform or ovoid somata with two to five thick dendrites
oriented parallel to the OB layers. Dendrites coursed in
the EPL/GL boundary surrounding the inner portion of
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Fig. 2. Immunoreactive elements to CB in the macaque monkey
OB. a: Low-power photomicrograph showing the predominance of
CB-immunoreactive elements in the deep layers of the OB. b: Superficial stellate cell close to two glomeruli (G). c: Superficial short-axon

cell, extending its dendrites in parallel to the inner side of two glomeruli (G). d,e: Fusiform cells of the EPL. f,g: Pyriform cells of the
EPL (arrows in g). For abbreviations, see list. Scale bars ⫽ 50 m in
a– g.

the glomeruli and could be followed for long distances.
They ramified in several branches restricted to the periglomerular region, i.e., no intraglomerular dendrites were
found (Fig. 2c). According to their size, morphology, and

dendritic pattern, these cells were identified as superficial
short-axon cells (Fig. 2c). In a few of these large cells, the
dendritic pattern was different. They had primary dendrites coursing parallel to the GL/EPL boundary and an-
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Fig. 3. Immunoreactive elements to CB in the inner layers of the
macaque monkey OB. a: Horizontal cell (arrow) among positive profiles of granule cells. b: Immunopositive granule cells in the MCL and
in the superficial region of the GCL, extending their apical dendrites

toward the EPL. c: Vertical cell of Cajal (arrow) in the IPL. d: Deep
stellate cell (arrow) in the central region of the GCL. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bars ⫽ 50 m in a– d.

other dendrite that coursed toward the EPL. This dendrite
crossed occasionally the MCL, branching in the superficial
portion of the GCL.
In the EPL, only a few cells, scattered throughout the
EPL and in the GL/EPL boundary, were CB immunoreactive. Two different neuronal populations were distinguished: the first one included fusiform neurons (11–13
m in maximum diameter) with two primary dendrites
directed in opposite directions and oriented parallel or
perpendicular to the OB layers (Fig. 2d,e). They did not
extend for long distances, and did not cross the inner
boundary of the EPL. Dendrites of the cells placed in the
outer third of the layer coursed in the periglomerular
region of the GL but did not enter within the glomeruli.
Dendritic spines were occasionally observed.
The second population was composed of pyriform cells
(12–15 m in maximum diameter) (Fig. 2f,g). These cells

had a primary dendrite with different orientations: directed toward either the superficial or the deep portion of
the EPL or parallel to the OB layers. The primary dendrite ramified in several branches restricted to the EPL.
In a few cells, one or two short thinner dendrites arose
from the opposite side of the cell body. These two neuronal
populations located in the EPL were named pyriform and
fusiform cells of the EPL.
In the MCL, mitral cells did not show CB immunoreactivity. In the IPL, a few CB-immunopositive, medium
(11–15 m in maximum diameter) fusiform neurons were
observed. They had two dendrites arising from opposite
poles of the somata and coursing parallel to the OB layers
in coronal sections. They were identified as horizontal
cells (Fig. 3a). In a few of them, the proximal axonic region
was observed coursing in the IPL, parallel to the OB
layers.

CALCIUM-BINDING PROTEINS IN THE MONKEY OB
In the GCL, most CB-immunoreactive neurons were
small (6 – 8 m in maximum diameter), round or ovoid
cells with a main dendrite extending radially to the EPL
and one to three thin dendrites directed deeply, toward
the GCL. Morphologically identical neurons were observed in the IPL, MCL, and in the deep region of the EPL
(Fig. 3b). Their primary dendrites extended throughout
the EPL and arborized repeatedly in this layer. Branches
were covered with large pedunculated spines. They were
identified as granule cells.
Another large (19 –22 m in maximum diameter) and
intensely stained neuronal population was observed in the
outer portions of the GCL. Cells belonging to this population had pyriform cell bodies with a thick primary dendrite directed toward the EPL and a thinner secondary
one, arising from the opposite side of the cell body, directed toward the deep portions of the GCL (Fig. 3c).
Primary dendrites crossed the IPL and the MCL, reaching
the EPL, whereas secondary dendrites ramified close to
the cell body. The location, morphology, and dendritic
pattern of these positive neurons allowed us to identify
them as vertical cells of Cajal.
In the inner region of the GCL, and in the WM, a few
cells with spherical somata shape (10 –15 m in maximum
diameter) demonstrated CB immunoreactivity. Two to five
thin aspiny dendrites arose from the somata, giving them
a bipolar or radial aspect in both sagittal and coronal
sections. The size and morphologic characteristics were
similar to the superficial stellate cells; therefore, we
named them as deep stellate cells (Fig. 3d).
A few immunoreactive fibers were found coursing
through the WM. They entered from the olfactory peduncle into the GCL as bundles located in the dorsal and
ventral regions of the OB. Because the projecting neurons,
mitral, and tufted cells, were CB immunonegative, these
stained fibers were identified as centrifugal fibers.

Calretinin
The highest density of positive elements in the monkey
OB was obtained after CR immunocytochemistry (Fig. 4).
The ONL displayed a moderate density of stained fibers
although some axonal bundles in this layer also remained
unstained (Fig. 5a). Both stained and unstained axons
appeared to be segregated at least when entering the
glomeruli. Hence, there were some glomeruli innervated
by CR-stained olfactory axons, and, thus, they displayed
strongly stained neuropil, whereas some other innervated
by unstained olfactory axons showed a lightly stained
neuropil (Fig. 5b). In all other layers, especially in the GL
and in the GCL, numerous CR-immunopositive elements
were observed (Fig. 5a).
A large number of CR-immunolabeled neurons was observed in the GL. These cells had the typical location and
morphologic features of periglomerular cells. Their small
cell bodies (7–10 m of maximum diameter) surrounded
the glomeruli by the inner side (Fig. 5a,b). They had a
single dendrite that entered and branched within the glomerulus, forming a dense dendritic field. In a few labeled
periglomerular cells, two primary dendrites arose from
opposite sides of the cell body, innervating one or two
adjacent glomeruli. This heterogeneity allowed us to distinguish three different populations of periglomerular
cells: monodendritic, bidendritic monoglomerular, and bidendritic biglomerular cells. CR-immunostaining in the
glomeruli was composed by the dendritic arborizations of
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the stained periglomerular cells, as well as, in some of
them, by stained olfactory nerve fibers.
Another CR-immunostained neuronal population was
present at the GL/EPL boundary. The size (7–10 m in
maximum diameter) and shape were similar to those of
periglomerular cells, but their dendritic pattern was different. They showed one long smooth dendritic trunk oriented toward the EPL, crossing this layer and reaching
the MCL. They were called inverted monopolar cells (Fig.
5c). Scattered in the EPL, scarce CR-immunostained neurons with similar size (11–14 m in maximum diameter)
and with morphologic features similar to those identified
after CB immunostaining as pyriform and fusiform cells of
the EPL were observed (Fig. 5d).
In the MCL, mitral cells were not stained for CR. Below
this layer, in the IPL, there was a small population of
horizontal cells with fusiform shape and sizes ranging
from 12 to 15 m. They had two dendrites coursing in the
IPL parallel to the OB layering.
A large population of immunolabeled granule cells were
observed in the GCL as well as through the IPL and the
MCL. The highest density of positive cells was found in
the outer portion of the GCL, close to the IPL (Fig. 5e).
Their primary dendrites could be followed for long distances through the EPL where they created a dense network of spiny immunolabeled dendrites. The secondary
dendrites ramified in the GCL, close to the cell body.
Another morphologically different neurons showed CR
immunoreactivity in the GCL. According to their morphologic characteristics and location, different neuronal types
could be distinguished. The first group was composed of
pyriform cells, similar to those CB-immunopositive vertical cells of Cajal. The cell body gave rise to a thick primary
dendrite directed to the EPL. A secondary spiny dendrite,
arising from the opposite side of the cell body extended
through the deep region of the GCL.
The second population was located in the inner portions
of the GCL and in the WM. They showed variable somatic
morphologies (mostly fusiform or spherical) and different
dendritic patterns (from two to five dendrites with variable orientations) similar to the deep stellate cells identified after CB immunostaining. In the WM, most of them
had only one or two stained dendrites with variable orientations (Fig. 5f,g).

Neurocalcin
Immunoreactivity against NC in the macaque monkey
OB demonstrated positive elements throughout all layers
(Fig. 6), except the ONL which was devoid of immunostaining (Fig. 7a).
The GL showed the most intense NC immunoreactivity
(Fig. 7a). All glomeruli exhibited immunopositive neuropil
and displayed stained cells surrounding them, which
could be ascribed to two neuronal types. The largest population was formed by intensely stained cells of round or
pyriform shape, with maximum diameter ranging from 9
to 15 m, placed in the inner side of the glomeruli. They
showed one smooth and thick dendrite that entered into
one glomerulus where ramified giving rise to a characteristic tuft-like dendritic tree (Fig. 7b). According to these
morphologic characteristics, they were identified as external tufted cells.
The second neuronal population positive for NC in the
GL showed the characteristics of periglomerular cells.
They were small (5– 8 m maximum diameter) spherical
neurons, faintly stained, located between adjacent glomer-
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Fig. 4. Camera lucida drawing of neuronal elements demonstrating CR immunoreactivity in the macaque monkey OB. Profiles of
olfactory glomeruli and cell bodies of mitral cells are delineated by
dashed lines. a– c: Periglomerular cells. d: Inverted monopolar cell.

e,f: Fusiform cells of the EPL. g,h: Pyriform cells of the EPL.
i–m: Granule cells. n: Horizontal cell, o: Vertical cell of Cajal.
p,q: Deep stellate cells. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bar ⫽ 100 m.

uli and in the internal side of the GL. They had thin spiny
dendrites ramifying inside the glomeruli.
Most NC-immunoreactive elements in the EPL were
located close to the border with the GL. Two types of

positive neurons could be discerned in this layer. The first
one was identified as middle tufted cells and was formed
by weakly stained neurons with triangular shape and
maximum diameters ranging from 15 to 19 m, located in
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Fig. 5. Immunoreactive elements to CR in the macaque monkey
OB. a: Low-power photomicrograph showing the distribution of CRimmunopositive elements. b: CR-immunopositive periglomerular
cells surrounding olfactory glomeruli. Note some glomeruli innervated by positive fibers (asterisks) and the adjacent ones innervated
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by negative olfactory axons. c: Inverted monopolar cells (arrows) in
the border between the GL and the EPL. d: Interneurons in the EPL.
e: Abundant positive granule cells in the outer half of the GCL.
f,g: Deep stellate cells in the inner half of the GCL. For abbreviations,
see list. Scale bars ⫽ 50 m in a– g.

Fig. 6. Camera lucida drawing of neuronal elements demonstrating NC immunoreactivity in the macaque monkey OB. Profiles of
olfactory glomeruli and cell bodies of mitral cells are delineated by
dashed lines. a– c: External tufted cells. d–f: Periglomerular cells.

g: Inverted monopolar cell. h: Middle tufted cells. i: Horizontal cell.
j: Vertical cell of Cajal. k: Granule cell. l–n: Deep short-axon cells. For
abbreviations, see list. Scale bar ⫽ 100 m.
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Fig. 7. Immunoreactive elements to NC in the macaque monkey
OB. a: Low-power photomicrograph showing the distribution of NCimmunopositive elements. b: NC-immunopositive external tufted
cells with their dendrites arborizing inside the glomeruli. c: NCimmunopositive middle tufted cell, extending its principal dendrite
(arrow) toward one glomerulus and an axon-like process (arrowhead)

toward the EPL. d: Inverted monopolar cell (arrow) in the border
between the GL and the EPL, extending its dendrite (arrowhead)
toward the deep region of the EPL. e: Displaced granule cell (arrow)
located in the MCL, extending its apical dendrite (arrowheads) toward the superficial region of the EPL. For abbreviations, see list.
Scale bars ⫽ 50 m in a– e.

the external third of the EPL (Fig. 7c). They showed a
thick and smooth dendritic trunk directed to a single
glomerulus and accessory thinner dendrites coursing parallel to the GL/EPL boundary.
The second group of NC-immunopositive elements in the
EPL was less frequent than the former. They were round
neurons with maximum diameters ranging from 10 to 12 m
and strongly stained. Their somata were located in the outer
region of the EPL, and displayed one smooth dendrite oriented toward the deeper layers, reaching the MCL where it
discretely ramified. These neurons were identified as in-

verted monopolar cells (Fig. 7d), because they were similar to
those cells observed after CR immunostaining.
Another group of NC-immunoreactive elements was
found in the innermost third of the EPL, and occasionally
in the MCL and IPL. They demonstrated round or fusiform shapes, with maximum diameters ranging from 6.5
to 9.5 m. A main dendrite was visible, at least in its
proximal region, coursing toward the EPL. Thinner secondary dendrites arose from the basal portion of the soma
and ramified close to it. According to this description,
these neurons were identified as granule cells (Fig. 7e).
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Fig. 8. Immunoreactive elements to NC in the deep layers of the macaque monkey OB. a: Immunopositive vertical cell of Cajal and horizontal cell in the MCL. b,c: Deep short-axon cells with different
somatic shapes in the inner half of the GCL. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bars ⫽ 25 m in a– c.

In the MCL and the IPL, scarce positive elements were
observed. Mitral cells were immunonegative to NC, leaving their unstained cell bodies distinguishable over the
background staining. Two populations of oriented neurons
could be described as immunoreactive. The first one was
formed by round or fusiform cells with maximum diameters ranging from 9 to 13 m. They showed two main
varicose dendrites arising from opposite poles of the soma
and coursing parallel to the OB lamination. These positive
neurons were identified as horizontal cells (Fig. 8a).
The second group of positive elements in this layer
displayed round cell bodies with maximum diameters between 8 and 12 m. Two dendrites arose from opposite
poles of the soma and coursed radially to the OB layering.
The apical dendrites reached occasionally the internal
region of the EPL without branching, although they were
mainly restricted to the MCL border. Their basal processes were short and ramified close to the soma. These
neurons were classified as vertical cells of Cajal (Fig. 8a).
In the GCL and in the WM, the neuropil staining was
more intense than in the superficial layers. In fact, the
IPL was clearly delimited by the immunonegative somata
of the mitral cells and the more intensely stained neuropil
of the GCL, where rows of negative granule cells were
clearly distinguishable. Strongly immunopositive elements in these layers were rare and mainly placed in the
deep portions of the GCL and throughout the WM. They
were typified as deep short-axon cells, showing variable
morphologies and dendritic branching patterns (Fig. 8b,c).
They were mainly fusiform- or round-shaped, with maximum diameters between 12 and 16 m. Commonly, only
the cell body and the varicose initial segments of the
dendrites arising from opposite poles of the somata were
stained.

Parvalbumin
PV immunostaining demonstrated the lowest number of
immunoreactive elements from all four CaBPs studied.
Only a few cells, mainly located in the GL and in the EPL,
were PV immunolabeled (Fig. 9). Neither the olfactory
fibers nor centrifugal fibers showed PV immunoreactivity.
In the GL and in the superficial portion of the EPL,
some PV-immunoreactive neurons were distinguished.

These cells were large (19 –24 m in maximum diameter),
darkly stained, and showed a heterogeneous morphology,
with round, oval, or fusiform cell bodies. Most of them
were located in the inner border of the GL or in the
GL/EPL boundary, with two to five thick dendrites coursing in the periglomerular region, but no intraglomerular
dendrites were observed. In coronal and sagittal sections,
the dendritic trees were observed extending parallel to the
OB layers. Occasionally, they had a long varicose dendrite
directed toward the inner layers, reaching the IPL and the
GCL. These large neurons were identified, according to
their size and morphology, as superficial short-axon cells
(Fig. 10a– c).
The second PV-immunoreactive neuronal population of
the EPL was formed by small cells (8 –10 m in maximum
diameter) with similar features to those immunoreactive
for other CaBPs and called “pyriform cells of the EPL.”
They had a primary dendrite with variable orientations
and some other thin prolongations arising from the opposite side of the somata (Fig. 10c,d).
Mitral cells and all other elements in the MCL were PV
immunonegative. In the internal layers (IPL, GCL, and
WM), only a few neurons demonstrated PV immunostaining. Their somatic morphology and dendritic branching
pattern was heterogeneous. They had usually large round
or ovoid cell bodies (17–21 m in maximum diameter), and
showed weakly stained dendrites, so only their proximal
regions could be observed. According to their size and
location, they were identified as deep short-axon cells (Fig.
10e,f).

DISCUSSION
This study provides a description of the distribution and
morphologic characteristics of CB-, CR-, PV-, and NCimmunoreactive neurons and fibers in the macaque monkey OB. The main results are that antibodies against each
CaBP demonstrated a characteristic laminated pattern
with specific immunostained neuronal types and that
these labelings are different in primates from previous
reports in macrosmatic mammals. There are constant
points of convergence and divergence with the descriptions of distribution and frequency of appearance of ele-
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Fig. 9. Camera lucida drawing of neuronal elements demonstrating PV-immunoreactivity in the
macaque monkey OB. Profiles of olfactory glomeruli and cell bodies of mitral cells are delineated by
dashed lines. a,b: Superficial short-axon cells. c,d: Pyriform cells of the EPL. e,f: Deep short-axon cells.
For abbreviations, see list. Scale bar ⫽ 100 m.

ments positive to these CaBPs, resulting that none of the
four proteins studied displays a similar expression pattern
in the macaque monkey and in macrosmatic mammals
(rodents and insectivores).

Identification of immunoreactive elements
Among the different neuronal types found in the macaque
monkey OB after immunohistochemistry for the four inves-
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Fig. 10. Elements immunoreactive to PV in the macaque monkey
OB. a,b: PV-immunoreactive superficial short-axon cells, extending
their dendrites along the inner side of some glomeruli (G). c: PVimmunostained elements in the superficial EPL. Superficial shortaxon cell (arrow) and pyriform cell of the EPL (arrowhead). d: Pyri-

J.R. ALONSO ET AL.

form cell of the EPL in the deep half of this layer. e: Group of
PV-immunoreactive deep short-axon cells in the GCL. f: Multipolar
deep short-axon cell with the characteristic multipolar shape in the
inner region of the GCL. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bars ⫽ 50
m in a–f.

CALCIUM-BINDING PROTEINS IN THE MONKEY OB
tigated CaBPs, some of them, including periglomerular cells,
tufted cells, superficial short-axon cells, and granule cells
were easily identified on the basis of previous descriptions
(Schneider and Macrides, 1978; Halász, 1990). However, the
morphologic features of other immunostained cells were not
consistent with any of the classic neuronal types described in
the OB. Nevertheless, there is a progressive increase in the
number and typology of short-axon cells not previously described by means of silver-impregnation methods, detected
as new histochemical and cytochemical tools become available and new species are studied.
The superficial and deep stellate cells have been described
in the macaque monkey OB after NADPH-diaphorase histochemistry (Alonso et al., 1998). The main differential features of superficial stellate cells with respect to the superficial short-axon cells is their smaller cell body size and the
absence of dendritic spines (Alonso et al., 1998). The deep
stellate cells were described as displaying round, ovoid, or
pyriform medium cell bodies with several thin dendrites
arising from different regions of the somata, giving them a
stellate aspect. The features and location of both cell types
are consistent with those found in our material.
Other interneuronal types observed in the EPL of the
macaque monkey were identified as inverted monopolar
cells, pyriform cells of the EPL, and fusiform cells of the EPL
on the basis of their similar features and location to identically named neuronal types previously described in the
hedgehog OB after either NADPH-diaphorase staining or
CB immunostaining (Alonso et al., 1995). According to these
descriptions, inverted monopolar cells were located at the
GL-EPL border, with a small cell body, spherical in shape,
and with a characteristic single unbranched dendrite with a
straight course toward the deep part of the EPL (Alonso et
al., 1995). All these features were found in the inverted
monopolar cells of the monkey with the exception that they
were CB negative but CR and NC immunopositive.
Fusiform cells of the EPL are characterized by a small
fusiform cell body with two dendrites arising from opposite poles and oriented radially toward the external and
internal boundaries of the EPL (Alonso et al., 1995). Neurons identified as fusiform cells of the EPL in the monkey
OB displayed similar features, although, occasionally,
their dendrites were oriented parallel to the OB layering.
Concerning the pyriform cells of the EPL, they had also
been described in the hedgehog OB as located in the middle region of the EPL, with pyriform cell bodies and an
evident dendritic trunk arborizing close to the cell body
(Alonso et al., 1995). Neurons identified as pyriform cells
of the EPL in the macaque monkey OB closely resembled
those of the hedgehog, although they often show additional thinner dendrites.
Classically described interneurons of the deep layers comprise several morphologically different cell types. Neurons
identified in the monkey OB as horizontal cells and vertical
cells of Cajal were consistent with descriptions of Schneider
and Macrides (1978) for these cell types in the hamster OB
as well as for those reported in the OB of other mammalian
groups such as rodents and insectivora (Halász, 1990; Alonso
et al., 1995). More problematic, however, was the exact identification of another population of immunostained cells located in the GCL and the WM. Their general morphology
and location resembled those of deep short-axon cells described after Golgi impregnation in the hamster OB (Schneider and Macrides, 1978). However, it is unclear whether
they correspond to one or more of the classes of deep shortaxon cells, because these interneurons comprise a heteroge-
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neous population, differing in their size, morphology, position, connections, and chemical content (Halász, 1990). The
large immunopositive cells in the GCL may correspond to
Blanes cells or Golgi cells. The main distinctive feature of
each neuronal type is the presence or absence of dendritic
spines (Schneider and Macrides, 1978), a morphologic characteristic that was not always distinguishable in our immunostained material. Therefore, it was difficult to ascribe the
observed deep-short axon cells to one of the classes included
in this neuronal type.

Interspecies differences in the
immunostaining
The olfactory nerve layer. We only observed immunopositive olfactory fibers for CR, whereas they were negative for either CB, NC, or PV. In the rat, similar results have
been previously reported for CB (Garcı́a-Segura et al., 1984),
PV (Kosaka et al., 1994), and NC (Briñón et al., 1998a),
although in the case of CR, no fiber staining was described in
the ONL (Jacobowitz and Winsky, 1991; Résibois and Rogers, 1992). In addition, there are some descriptions of the
presence of a small number of CB-positive olfactory fascicles
in the rat (Celio, 1990) and human OB (Ohm et al., 1991),
and, despite olfactory fibers have been reported to be CR
immunonegative in rat (Jacobowitz and Winsky, 1991; Résibois and Rogers, 1992), a similar pattern of CR staining to
that found in the primate OB was reported in the hedgehog
(Bravo, 1997). Because, at least in rodents, CB, CR, and NC
are expressed by a wide number of olfactory receptors (Bastianelli et al., 1995), the lack of immunoreactivity in the
distal olfactory fibers may indicate the differential intracellular distribution and role of these CaBPs. Nevertheless,
although there are abundant data demonstrating the heterogeneity of the olfactory fibers (Akeson, 1988), the location,
characteristics, and functional significance of these stained
fibers remain unknown.
The output neurons. CaBPs are commonly expressed
in subpopulations of local circuit neurons in the brain
(Celio, 1990), and so it is in the OB. The four proteins
studied in the macaque monkey OB are not expressed in
mitral cells, the true output neurons of this structure
(Ramón y Cajal, 1904; Allison, 1953; Macrides et al.,
1985). This fact is in partial agreement with the distribution pattern for these CaBPs in other species. Mitral cells
in the rat OB express neither CB (Celio, 1990; Briñón et
al., 1992) nor PV (Celio, 1990; Kosaka et al., 1994) nor NC
(Briñón et al., 1998a). In the hedgehog, which shows a
dramatic increase in complexity of olfactory related areas,
mitral cells are immunonegative for CB (Alonso et al.,
1995) and for NC (Bravo, 1997). By contrast, a small
population of mitral cells expresses CR in the rat OB,
although this labeling seems to be weak and relatively
variable (Jacobowitz and Winsky, 1991; Résibois and Rogers, 1992; Wouterlood and Härtig, 1995; Briñón et al.,
1997). Therefore, no expression of any of the four proteins
is detected in mitral cells in our material, as it occurs, with
the exception of CR, in macrosmatic mammals.
Tufted cells are a heterogeneous neuronal population that
includes true projecting neurons, neurons presumably involved in interbulbar connections, and local circuit neurons
(Schoenfeld et al., 1985). In macrosmatic mammals, these
groups of tufted cells can be discerned by means of their
position, dendritic tree pattern, and input and output connections (Orona et al., 1984; Macrides et al., 1985; Schoenfeld et al., 1985). Tufted cells in the rat OB have been described as immunonegative for PV (Kosaka et al., 1994), CR
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(Wouterlood and Härtig, 1995) and, despite some controversy, for CB (Garcı́a-Segura et al., 1984; Celio, 1990; Briñón
et al., 1992). In the case of NC, immunopositive external,
medial, and internal tufted cells have been reported in the
rat and in the hedgehog OB (Bravo, 1997; Briñón et al.,
1998a). In the macaque OB, the location and morphologic
features of NC-positive tufted cells are consistent with those
of external and middle tufted cells.
The periglomerular cells. Subsets of periglomerular
cells are positive in our material for CR and NC, whereas
they are negative for PV and CB. By contrast, periglomerular cells are positive in the rat OB for all of the four
studied proteins. Periglomerular cells are positive for CB
in human and in rat, where 26% of these neurons express
this protein (Halász et al., 1985; Ohm et al., 1991; Briñón
et al., 1992). PV is also present in an important subgroup
of periglomerular cells in the rat OB (Kosaka et al., 1994).
Almost 50% of periglomerular cells in rat contain CR
(Jacobowitz and Winsky, 1991; Résibois and Rogers,
1992). Finally, an important group of periglomerular cells
expresses NC in the rat OB (Crespo et al., 1997; Briñón et
al., 1998a), and in the hedgehog OB (Bravo, 1997).
Periglomerular cells constitute a neuronal population
rather homogeneous according to morphologic criteria, by
using the Golgi technique and conventional electron microscopy (Pinching and Powell, 1971). However, studies on
their biochemistry have revealed a high chemical heterogeneity, making it possible to ascertain different subsets
of periglomerular cells according to the presence, accumulation, and/or expression of CaBPs, taurine, tyrosine hydroxylase, cholecystokinin, methionine-enkephalin, somatostatin, gamma-aminobutyric acid, chlorine, or NADPHdiaphorase activity (Mugnaini et al., 1984; Halász et al.,
1985; Seroogy et al., 1985, 1989; Gall et al., 1987; Sakai et
al., 1987; Halász, 1990; Vincent and Kimura, 1992; Alonso
et al., 1993, 1995; Siklós et al., 1995; Kosaka et al., 1995,
1997, 1998). Moreover, there are several different degrees
of overlapping between these subgroups of periglomerular
cells. In the rat OB, there is no colocalization of CR and
CB, or NADPH-diaphorase and CB in the same periglomerular cell (Rogers, 1992; Rogers and Résibois, 1992;
Alonso et al., 1993); coexpression of CB and NC is very
rare; approximately 20% of PV-immunopositive periglomerular cells colocalize with 2.6% of NC-immunopositive
periglomerular cells (although percentages vary across
rostrocaudal and ventrolateral axes); and approximately
40% of NC-positive periglomerular cells coincide with 15%
of CR-positive periglomerular cells (Briñón et al., 1999).
According to the expression patterns of CaBPs in the
macaque OB, only colocalization of CR and NC is expectable in the periglomerular cells. These proteins exhibit the
highest percentage of coexpression in the periglomerular
cells of the rat OB. This high content of calcium-chelators
in periglomerular cells could correlate with the fact that
these neurons are targets of excitatory impulses coming
from olfactory fibers, output neurons, and short-axon cells.
The presence of these molecules could enable the neuron
to bear the sustained elevation of cytosolic calcium concentration and to modulate its output, shortening the
postsynaptic potentials, in addition to other putative collateral actions. Differential expression of CaBPs in periglomerular cells might also account, on the other hand, for
variability in their behavior, which would generate diversity in the modulation of the primary response of output
neurons to the outcoming odorant signals.
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The short-axon cells. Superficial short-axon cells are
positive after CB and PV immunodetection, and preferentially located in the outer third of the EPL of the macaque
OB. This is in agreement with previous reports about the
presence of superficial short-axon cells expressing CB in the
rat OB (Seroogy et al., 1989; Celio, 1990) and in the hedgehog OB (Alonso et al., 1995), about the presence of superficial
short-axon cells expressing PV in the rat OB (Kosaka et al.,
1994; Toida et al., 1996) and the human OB (Ohm et al.,
1990), and about the absence of superficial short-axon cells
expressing NC in the rat and hedgehog OB (Bravo, 1997;
Briñón et al., 1998a). However, a subset of superficial shortaxon cells containing CR is present in the rat OB (Résibois
and Rogers, 1992), but absent in the macaque OB.
In the EPL, immunopositive elements display characteristic morphologies, some of them not observed in rodents and/or insectivores. Thus, neurons identified as superficial stellate cells are immunopositive to CB. This
neuronal type has not been described in macrosmatic species, although it is also observed after NADPH-diaphorase
staining in the macaque OB (Alonso et al., 1998). Inverted
monopolar neurons, described as CB positive in the hedgehog OB (Alonso et al., 1995), are immunopositive for CR
and NC in the macaque monkey EPL. Other elements in
this layer have been described as fusiform cells of the
EPL, positive to CB and CR, and pyriform cells of the EPL,
positive to CB, CR, and PV. These data account again for
a wide morphologic and biochemical variability of the interneuronal types in the EPL of the primate OB.
Neuronal populations identified as short-axon cells in the
inner layers of the macaque OB are positive for all the four
proteins studied. Some of them can be identified as belonging to different subsets of oriented neurons. Thus, horizontal
cells, located in the IPL, are immunopositive for CB, CR,
and/or NC; and vertical cells of Cajal in the IPL and the GCL
contain CB and/or NC in our material. In the rat and the
hedgehog OB, previous results are comparable to ours in the
case of CB (Celio, 1990; Briñón et al., 1992; Alonso et al.,
1995) and NC (Bravo, 1997; Briñón et al., 1998a). Nevertheless, no CR-immunopositive horizontal cells have been observed in the rat OB, whereas they are present in the macaque OB. By contrast, horizontal and vertical cells of Cajal
have been found as PV immunopositive in the rat OB (Kosaka et al., 1994), but they were immunonegative in the
macaque OB. In the deep layers, short-axon cells were immunopositive for the four proteins studied. In the case of CB,
they can be identified as similar to those described as
NADPH-diaphorase positive in the macaque OB, and
termed deep stellate cells (Alonso et al., 1998). They could
also somehow relate to stellate multipolar neurons located in
the inner part of the GCL or in the WM, immunopositive for
CB in the hedgehog OB (Alonso et al., 1995). No cell with
these characteristics is positive after CB immunodetection in
the rat or human OB (Celio, 1990; Ohm et al., 1991; Briñón
et al., 1992; Alonso et al., 1995). By contrast, there are
neither giant nor large cells positive for CB in the macaque
OB, as is the case in the rat and human OB, respectively
(Celio, 1990; Ohm et al., 1991; Briñón et al., 1992). Because
these studies were carried out by using similar immunostaining procedures and the same antibodies, we consider
that these differences reflect true interspecies differences,
rather than variations due to distinct methodologic approaches.
The granule cells. Granule cells have been described
as positive for NC in the hedgehog OB (Bravo, 1997), and
for CR, PV, and NC in the rat OB (Jacobowitz and Winsky,
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1991; Rogers and Résibois, 1992; Kosaka et al., 1994;
Briñón et al., 1998a). The putative expression of CB in
granule cells is controversial. Garcı́a-Segura et al. (1984)
and Rogers and Résibois (1992) in the rat OB, and Ohm et
al. (1991) in the human OB, describe elements similar to
granule cells as positive for this CaBP, whereas these data
do not agree with those of other authors (Baimbridge and
Miller, 1982; Celio, 1990; Briñón et al., 1992; Alonso et al.,
1995) who did not find CB immunoreactivity in the granule cells. In the monkey OB, subsets of granule cells can be
identified as CB, CR, and NC immunopositive between the
innermost portion of the EPL and the outermost IPL. For
CB and CR, this immunoreactivity is also present
throughout the IPL and the external half of the GCL.
The heterogeneous intracellular distribution of CaBPs
in neurons is a rule rather than a exception. An example
is the uneven distribution of PV in Purkinje cells (Kosaka
et al., 1993) or CR in mitral cells (Wouterlood and Härtig,
1995). The distributions of these proteins appear to be
correlated with the location of different sets of channels in
distinct cellular compartments that might require particular types of CaBPs for the maintenance of cell metabolism. Although DAB labeling does not allow a clear subcellular localization, immunostaining of distal dendrites
and spines was observed in granule cells after either CB or
CR immunohistochemistry, whereas the NC immunoreaction product was restricted to the cell body and the proximal region of their dendritic shafts, being the distal parts
as well as the dendritic spines unobservable, suggesting a
different intracellular distribution of these markers. In
other brain regions, the buffer type CaBPs such as CB
have been proposed to be involved in the compartmentation of calcium within spines where N-methyl-D-aspartate
receptors associated to calcium channels exist (Pickel and
Heras, 1996). In the case of NC, it has a myristoyl consensus sequence, which may constitute a calcium-myristoyl
switch, which allows NC to bind cell membranes in a
calcium-dependent manner (Zozulya and Stryer, 1992).
This suggests that anchoring to cell membranes may be
functionally relevant and that this protein develops its
role locally, associated to specific cell membrane domains
(Sanada et al., 1996). Although we have no direct evidence, given the large number of immunostained granule
cells with CB, CR, and NC, the possible coexpression of
some of them in the same cell cannot be ruled out. In this
case, the differential expression of CaBPs would reveal
subcellular compartments within granule cells with particular calcium-handling requirements. Nevertheless, if
the expression of these CaBPs occurs in segregated sets of
granule cells, as was described in the rodent OB (Rogers
and Résibois, 1992; Briñón et al., 1999), they could identify different populations of granule cells on the basis of
their synaptic relationships with particular groups of neurons in the EPL or with different centrifugal inputs.
The heterogeneity for granule cell differential expression of CaBPs contrasts with the fact that GABA is the
main neurotransmitter for most granule cells (Ribak et
al., 1977; Kosaka et al., 1985, 1987; Gall et al., 1987).
Thus, being complex, the pool of neuroactive substances
known to be present in granule cells is more restricted
than in other OB cell types. This diversity might be translated to a differential modulation of the dendrodendritic
synapses between granule cells and mitral cells. It has
been proposed that granule cells would not need action
potentials to inhibit mitral cells (Shepherd, 1981). This
inhibitory response would then affect exclusively the
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mitral/tufted cell that has excited the granule cell (feedback inhibition) and not to their neighbors (lateral inhibition) (Scott et al., 1993). The presence of a CaBP at one of
these dendrodendritic synapses would then affect the ability of the granule cell to develop autoinhibition of the
mitral/tufted cell, preventing this way the dominance of
the most active output neuron in every region. Therefore,
differential expression of CaBPs in granule cells may suggest not only biochemical divergences between different
subsets of this neuronal type but different physiologic
responses of different granule cell subsets.

Functional implications
CaBPs modulate the actions of calcium by complexing it
(Heizmann and Hunziker, 1991; Ikura, 1996). The sequestering of calcium causes depletion on its availability, thus
down-regulating the mechanisms triggered by increases
in its concentration. Buffering CaBPs such as CB, PV, and
CR would shorten calcium oscillations, preserving the cell
from damage due to a sustained rise in this cation concentration (Baimbridge et al., 1992; Andressen et al., 1993)
and/or affect the amplitude of calcium entrance and its
timing. This shifts the generation of action potentials
modulating the neuronal response (Keinänen et al., 1990;
Trombley and Westbrook, 1990; Martin et al., 1993). In
addition, CaBPs can also control the behavior of cells by a
differential interaction with some effectors in the presence
of threshold calcium concentration (Ikura, 1996), so they
are able to modify the cell dynamics by affecting second
messengers systems and/or ion channels (Dizhoor et al.,
1991, 1993; Zozulya and Stryer, 1992). In the case of NC,
its putative action on phosphorylation of ionic channels
could regulate the response and firing pattern of the neuron expressing it (Zozulya and Stryer, 1992; Jonas and
Kackmarek, 1996; Moss and Smart, 1996).
In the OB, particular CaBPs are expressed by definite
subsets of neurons in a constant and conservative manner,
although there are not only interspecies differences but
also differences between cells not discernible by means of
morphology or presence of other neuroactive substances.
This clearly points to a segregation of roles subserved for
each CaBP into the cell machinery, leading to variation in
cell responses modulating the olfactory signal. Hence, a
more complex pattern regarding the expression of these
CaBPs could indicate a higher variability in the calciummediated response to the olfactory stimulus with more
possibilities to modulate it. Our results demonstrate that
the distribution pattern of the analyzed CaBPs in the
monkey OB is qualitatively and quantitatively simpler
than that reported for the OB of macrosmatic animals,
with the only exception of CR, which shows a similar
distribution pattern. This lower presence of biochemically
distinct neuronal subtypes is specially evident in the case
of periglomerular cells. In addition, there is a reduced
number of neurons expressing PV in the monkey OB,
whereas in macrosmatic mammals most interneurons in
the EPL express it. The existence of a limited number of
biochemically different neuronal populations in the monkey OB compared with rodents and insectivores would
indicate more homogeneous calcium-mediated responses
of neurons to olfactory stimuli. This could be correlated
with a more restricted capability to modulate the olfactory
signals and to the notable differences in the development
and physiologic role that the olfactory system has between
microsmatic and macrosmatic animals.
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Available data on the expression of CB and PV in the
human OB (Ohm et al., 1990, 1991) demonstrate a highly
similar distribution pattern of elements containing these
markers with those described in the present study, but
clearly different to those reported from macrosmatic mammals. Other markers such as NADPH-diaphorase also revealed a high degree of similarity in the distribution and
morphologic features of the positive elements in human
(Briñón et al., 1998b) and the macaque monkey OB (Alonso
et al., 1998) and clear differences to those found in the OB of
macrosmatic mammals. These data and our results indicate
that experimental models based on rodents do not provide an
accurate estimation of the organization of different neuronal
populations in the primate olfactory system. Therefore, the
present study provides baseline information about the organization of CaBPs-containing neurons in the primate OB
that can be useful in the studies of human diseases affecting
this sensory system.
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